. The diagnoses of the patients. The preoperative diagnosis was based on MRI imaging, the diagnosis of normal brain tissue or of glioma was based on histological analysis, and in case of glioma with additional molecular testing. Figure S1 . Illustration of the validation of THG image segmentation. Each THG image was segmented into dark holes and bright objects. After segmentation, small dark holes were ignored, and the remaining dark holes were considered as brain cells/cytoplasm. Small bright objects were also ignored, and sphericity was used to separate the nuclei and fiber-like neuropil (see main text for applied thresholds). A software tool was developed to overlay the raw THG images with the dark holes, bright objects, brain cells/cytoplasm, nuclei and neuropil detected. Each detected object was checked if it represents a THG object and if the THG object had been correctly segmented. Table S2 . Detailed validation of THG image segmentation. 10 representative images from normal brain, 10 from low-grade glioma and 10 from high-grade glioma tissue samples were used for validation. The dark holes (of size ≥ 500 pixels) and bright objects (of size ≥ 200 pixels) detected were overlaid with the raw THG images and each detected object was checked to make sure the candidates of brain cells, nuclei and neuropil being detected correctly. Dark holes larger than 1000 pixels were considered as brain cells/cytoplasm, and each brain cell/cytoplasm was checked if it represented a real brain cell or a cell clump. Sphericity was used to select nuclei and fiber-like neuropil from bright objects detected (of size ≥ 500 pixels). The number of resulting nuclei was compared with manual nucleus counting. The density of resulting neuropil was measured by their perimeter length. The total length was re-normalized to a 5-point scale based on our full THG image library and compared to manual rating on a 5-point scale ([0,50) , [50, 100) , [100, 200) , [200, 300) , [300,∞)). In total, the segmentation algorithm was able to accurately detect all the dark holes (2 nd main column, Dark holes) and bright objects (3 rd main column, Bright objects) observed within THG images. Most (2116/2147=98.6%) dark holes above the size threshold appearing in THG images of normal brain, low-grade and high-grade gliomas represented brain cells or cell cytoplasm (4 th main column, Dark brain cells/Cytoplasm). The feature separation step was able to separate most of neuropil fibers which agreed well with manual rating (6 th main column, Neuropil). The nucleus density is the key difference between THG images of normal brain and high-grade gliomas. The number of nuclei detected from THG images of high-grade gliomas was on average 5% (at most 15%) lower than the manual nucleus counting (5 th main column, Nuclei/Round objects, HG1-HG10), due to nucleus clumps that were misclassified as fiber structures and the low contrast of some nuclei in corners ( Figure S1 H) . Because some fragments of neuropil with round shape were recognized as cell nuclei by the algorithm, the nucleus density detected from THG images of normal brain was on average18% higher than the manual nucleus counting (5 th main column, Nuclei/Round objects, N1-N10). However, this resulted in an overestimation of only 7 cell nuclei per image maximally. 25  2  2  2  2  2   26  2  2  2  2  2   27  2  2  2  2  2   28  2  2  2  2  2   29  2  2  2  2  2   30  2  1  2  2  1   31  2  2  2  2  1 32  1  1  1  1  1   33  2  2  2  2  2   34  2  2  2  2  2   35  2  2  2  2  2   36  2  2  2  2  2   37  2  2  2  2  2   38  2  2  2  2  2   39  1  1  2  1  1   40  1  1  1  1  1   41  2  2  2  2  2 
